City of

Memorandum
Planning and Development Division
Development Applications

Richmond
To:

Planning Committee

Date:

January 18, 2018

From:

Wayne Craig
Director, Development

File:

AG 16-734186

Re:

Recent Decision by the South Coast Panel of the Agricultural Land Commission on
Agricultural Land Reserve Application for Non-farm Use by Sanstor Farms Ltd. at
14671 Williams Road

The purpose of this memo is to advise Council on a recent decision by the South Coast Panel of the
Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) on the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) Application for a
non-farm use by Sanstor Farms Ltd. to allow the storage of sand at 14671 Williams Road.

Background
On July 24, 2017, City Council resolved to forward the ALR Application for a non-farm use by
Sanstor Farms Ltd. (AG 16-734186) to the ALC for their consideration. The excerpt of the Minutes
from the July 18, 2017 Planning Committee and July 24, 2017 Council meetings are attached to this
memo (Attachment 1).

ALC Decision
On January 16, 2018, the South Coast Panel ofthe ALC released its decision on the application. The
application was approved with two members supported and one member opposed. In the Reasons
for the Decision of the South Coast Panel (Attachment 2), it is indicated that the majority of the
Panel finds that:
• the sand storage depot would facilitate the provision of clean sand, an input used in some
agricultural operations; and
• its operation would provide a benefit to agricultural activities in the region.
For these reasons, the majority of the Panel approved the application subject to a number of
conditions as indicated in the attached Reasons for the Decision, including, but not limited to:
• approval is provided for sand storage of dredged river sand from the south arm of the Fraser
River; no other sand may be stored on the Property;
• approval for the non-farm use is granted for the sole benefit of the Applicant and is nontransferable; and
• no permanent infrastructure for the Depot is to be established on the Property.
It is important to note that the ALC Chair may direct the ALC Executive Committee to reconsider
any panel decision if, within 60 days from the date of the decision, the ALC Chair considers that the
decision may not fulfill the purposes of the ALC as set out in Section 6 of the Agricultural Land
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Commission Act. As such, a decision to reconsider the application would have to be made by the
ALC Chair no later than.March 17, 2018.

Next Steps
Staff will inform Council should ALC decide to direct the Executive Committee to reconsider the
decision.
The applicant is now required to submit a rezoning application to proceed with the implementation
of the sand storage operation on the subject site as detailed in the approved ALR application.
If you have any questions regarding either application, please contact me at 604-247-4625.
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Attachment 1
Excerpt from the Minutes of

Planning Committee Meeting
Tuesday, July 18, 2017-4:00 p.m.
Anderson Room Richmond City Hall
9. Application by Sanstor Farms Ltd. For an Agricultural Land Reserve Non-farm Use
(Sand Storage) at 14671 Williams Road (File Ref. No. AG 16-734186) (REDMS No.
5333733 V. 8)
John Hopkins, Planner 3, reviewed the application, noting that (i) authorization to submit a
non-f~1rm use application to the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) requires Council
endorsement and sta±I are recommending that the application be denied, (ii) the applicant is
proposing to use five hectares of the subject site as a permanent facility for sand storage, (iii)
should the facility be decommissioned, the subject site can be reclaimed f<.1r agricultural use,
(iv) the proposed facility would displace a significant Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA)
and would require ofT-site ESA compensation, (v) the proposed facility is not consistent with
the OCP and the City discourages non-farm use on the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), and
(vi) staff are working vvith the applicant to seek alternative sites within industrial zones
including potentially leasing City-owned sites.
Discussion ensued with regard to (i) efforts to seek alternative sites for the proposed facility,
(ii) the time line of the potential relocation, (iii) the business history of Sanstor Farms Ltd. in
Richmond, and (iii) the services provided by Sanstor Fanns Ltd. to the farming community in
the city.
Tn reply to queries from Committee, Mr. Hopkins noted that the subject site has not been
previously farmed, however can be reclaimed for agricultural use.
Bruce Mather's, and Brian French, Sanstor Farms Ltd., spoke on the proposed application,
noting that (i) the current sand storage site will be redeveloped for warehousing in the future,
(ii) efforts to locate an alternative site began in 2014, (iii) the subject site may not be suitable
for f~trming due to the shallow layer of organic soil, the high acidity level, and the high
mineral content, (iv) the subject site may contain diseased European Birch trees, and (v) the
subject site is suitable for the proposed facility because of its size and proximity to the river.
In reply to queries from Committee, Wayne Craig, Director, Development, noted that the nonfarm application was submitted to City in June 2016.
As a result of the discussion, a motion to deny authorization of Sanstor Farms Ltd. to apply to
the ALC for a non-farm use to allow the storage of sand at 14671 Williams Road was
introduced; however failed to receive a seconder.
It vvas moved and seconded
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That authorization for Sanstor Farms Ltd. to apply to the Agricultural Land Commission
for a non-farm use to allow the storage of sand at 14671 Williams Road is approved.

CARRIED
Opposed: CUr. Steves
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Excerpt from the Minutes of

Regular Council Meeting
Monday, July 24, 2017-7:00 p.m.
Council Chambers
Richmond City Hall
25. Application by Sanstor Farms Ltd. For an Agricultural Land Reserve Non-farm Use
(Sand Storage) at 14671 Williams Road (File Ref. No. AG 16-734186, 08-4105-04-04)
(REDMS No. 5333733 v. 8, 5079429)
It was moved and seconded

That authorization for Sanstor Farms Ltd. to apply to the Agricultural Land Commission
for a non-farm use to allow the storage of sand at 14671 Williams Road is approved.
Carried
Opposed: Mayor Bodie
Cllrs. Au
Day
Steves

Councillor Steve's distributed materials related to the Application by Sanstor Farms Ltd.
(attached to and forming part of these Minutes as Schedule 1).
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Schedule 1 to the Minutes of the
Regular meeting of Richmond
City Council held on July 24,

2017.
TO: Mayor and Councillors

FROM: Councillor Harold Steves

RE: Non-farm use application, 14671 Williams Road

Date: July 24, 2017

Attached is a map of the area showing the proposed Williams Road sand dump site with a large arrow
and a nearby site at 14291 Triangle Road with a smaller arrow.
1) The Triangle road site was for a church and farm site for the Sant Narinkari Mission Canada. It has
been rejected for a non-farm use twice, first in 2005 and again in 2009. The Mission site was rejected for
the same reasons staff are recommending against the sand dump. It does not comply with the OCP.
Financial limitations and not being able to afford to purchase properly designated or zoned property is
not grounds to support such an application. Diminished soil quality is not sufficient justification. Land
deemed to be not suitably suited for soil based agriculture does not preclude other agricultural activities
(i,e. Greenhouses)The proposed uses are considered urban uses. The congregation undertaking farming
is commendable but no net benefit to agriculture has been demonstrated. Although it is a non-farm use
application it still represents the loss of land to non-agricultural uses.
11

Triangle Road currently serves as a clearly defined edge and buffer to ALR areas situated north of the

road. The non-farm use proposal in the ALR would break the continuity of the existing buffer along
Triangle road by introducing an intensive urban development in an active agricultural area."
If a non-farm use on Triangle Road is a threat to a areas situated north of the road", a non-farm use on
Williams Road is even worse.

2) 12871 Steveston Highway was approved as a fill site for the purpose of growing blueberries in 2013.
Fill was to come from 11 larger development projects that will be proceeding with the next year in
Richmond" A $10,000 bond was required. On several occasions agricultural consultants have noted
11

concrete and gravel on the site that Will need to be removed when the fill is completed" A recent
report indicated the part of the site was over filled and must be levelled out.
Now 12871 Steveston Highway is for sale for $19,500,000 about four times the original value of the
property and the blueberries have not been planted.
Have the soil requirements been met? Will the $10,000 be forfeited?

3) 14671 Williams Road offers a $300,000 bond but the increase in value as an urban property will be
just as great as the increased value of the Steveston Highway property. Like the Triangle Road property
there is no net benefit to agriculture. It could be a continuous sand dump and it further threatens the
area with further non-farm uses. Even the Triangle Road property could be back again. One basic
principle of the ALC is that land that is suitable for one kind of agriculture should not be altered just to
change the type of crop grown. In Richmond the highest and best use of class 04W soils is growing
blueberries. While the organic layer may be shallow, the consultant has indicated that the soils could be
improved to 04WD with careful land clearing. The best example of a blueberry field on similar soils is a

35 acre field on Finn Road. The field was levelled, with a berm around it and drained with a pumping
system to remove excess water to the adjoining City of Richmond ditch. The best use is blueberries.
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Amended Date:
Note: Dimensions are in METRES

3. A water pump ailtOmatically pumps the wa.te~-out of the field when it rains and the water
level is too high. Berms keep the
water- from
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ATTACHMENT 2

Agricultural Land Commission
133-4940 Canada Way
Burnaby, British Columbia V5G 4K6
Tel: 604 660-7000
Fax: 604 660.7033
www.alc.gov.bc.ca

January 16, 2018

ALC File: 55285

Brian French
C&F Land Resource Consultants Ltd.
DELIVERED ELECTRONICALLY
Dear Mr. French:

Re:

Application to Conduct a Non-Farm Use in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)

Please find attached the Reasons for Decision of the South Coast Panel (Resolution #15/2018)
as it relates to the above noted application . A Decision Map depicting the decision is also
attached (Schedule A). As agent, it is your responsibility to notify the applicant accordingly.

Reconsideration of a Decision as Directed by the ALC Chair
Please note that pursuant to s. 33.1 of the Agricultural Land Commission Act, the Chair may
direct the executive committee to reconsider any panel decision if, within 60 days from the date
of this decision, he considers that the decision may not fulfill the purposes of the commission as
set out in s. 6.
You will be notified in writing if the Executive Committee is directed to reconsider your decision.
The Commission advises you to take this 60 day period into consideration prior to proceeding
with any actions upon this decision.

Reconsideration of a Decision by an Affected Person
We draw your attention to s. 33(1) of the Agricultural Land Commission Act which provides a
person affected the opportunity to submit a request for reconsideration.
33(1) On the written request of a person affected or on the commission's own initiative, the
commission may reconsider a decision of the commission under this Act and may
confirm, reverse or vary it if the commission determines that:
(a) evidence not available at the time of the original decision has become available,
(b) all or part of the original decision was based on evidence that was in error or was
false.
The request must be received within one (1) year from the date of this decision's release. For
more information, refer to ALC Policy P-08: Request for Reconsideration available on the ALC
website.
For further clarity, s. 33.1 and s. 33(1) are separate and independent sections of the Agricultural
Land Commission Act.
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Further correspondence with respect to this application is to be directed to Shawna Wilson at
(Shawna. Mary. Wilson@gov. bc.ca).

Yours truly,
PROVINCIAL AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION

Shawna Wilson, Land Use Planner

Enclosures:

Reasons for Decision (Resolution #15/2018)
Schedule A: Decision Map
Schedule 8: Site Plan

cc: City of Richmond (File: AG 16-734186)
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AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION FILE 55285

REASONS FOR DECISION OF THE SOUTH COAST PANEL
Application submitted pursuant to s. 20(3) of the Agricultural Land Commission Act
Applicants:

Sanstor Farms Ltd. Inc. No.
BC0971292
(the "Applicants")

Agent:

Brian French, C&F Land
Resource Consultants Ltd.
(the "Agent")

Application before the South Coast Regional Panel:

William Zylmans, Panel Chair
Satwinder Bains
lone Smith
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Agricultural Land Commission Decision, ALC File 55285
THE APPLICATION

[1] The legal description of the property involved in the application is:
Parcel Identifier: 003-464-504
South Half of the South East Quarter, Section 28, Block 4 North, Range 5 West,
Except: South 33 Feet, New Westminster District
(the "Property")

[2] The Property is 8.3 ha.

[3] The Property has the civic address 14671 Williams Road, Richmond, BC.

[4] The Property is located within a designated agricultural land reserve ("ALR") as defined ins.
1 of the Agricultural Land Commission Act (the "ALGA'}

[5] The Property is located within Zone 1 as defined in s. 4.2 of the ALGA.

[6] Pursuant to s. 20(3) of the ALGA, the Applicant is applying to establish a dredged river sand
depot (the "Depot") on the eastern 5 ha of the Property (the "Proposal"). The Proposal along
with supporting documentation is collectively the application (the "Application").
[7] In addition to the Proposal, the Applicant wants to make agricultural improvements to the
western 3 ha of the Property. The Application submits that the land will be improved by
the installation of drainage, the placement of 0.5 metres of topsoil (to be salvaged from
the establishment of the proposed Depot on the eastern portion of the Property), and the
addition of soil amendments including lime and fertilizer. The agricultural improvements
as described do not require an application to the Commission . For this reason, the Panel
only considered the Depot.

RELEVANT STATUTORY PROVISIONS

[8] The Application was made pursuant to s. 20(3) of the ALGA:
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Agricultural Land Commission Decision, ALC File 55285

20(3) An owner of agricultural land or a person with a right of entry to agricultural land
granted by any of the following may apply to the commission for permission for a non-farm
use of agricultural land.

[9] The Panel considered the Application within the context of s. 6 of the ALCA. The
purposes of the Agricultural Land Commission (the "Commission") set out in s. 6 are as
follows:

6 The following are the purposes of the commission:

(a) to preserve agricultural land;
(b) to encourage farming on agricultural land in collaboration with other
communities of interest; and
(c) to encourage local governments, first nations, the government and its agents to
enable and accommodate farm use of agricultural land and uses compatible
with agriculture in their plans, bylaws and policies.

EVIDENTIARY RECORD BEFORE THE PANEL

[1 0] The Panel considered the following evidence:
1. The Application
2. Local government documents
3. Agricultural capability map, ALR context map and satellite imagery
4. Third party comments

All documentation noted above was disclosed to the Agent in advance of this decision.

[11] At its meeting of July 24, 2017, the Council of the City of Richmond resolved to forward
the Application to the Commission.
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Agricultural Land Commission Decision, ALC File 55285

FINDINGS

[12]

In assessing agricultural capability, the Panel referred to agricultural capability mapping
and ratings. The ratings are identified using the BC Land Inventory (BCLI), 'Land Capability
Classification for Agriculture in B.C.' system. The improved agricultural capability ratings
identified on BCLI map sheet 92G/3h for the mapping units encompassing the Property are
Class 2 and Class 3, more specifically 99% (6: 03LW- 4: 3DW) 1% (6: 02LW- 4: 3DW)
where 0 represents organic soils.

Class 2 - land is capable of producing a wide range of crops. Minor restrictions of soil or
climate may reduce capability but pose no major difficulties in management.

Class 3 - land is capable of producing a fairly wide range of crops under good management
practices. Soil and/or climate limitations are somewhat restrictive.

The limiting subclasses associated with this parcel of land are L (degree of decompositionpermeability), W (excess water), and D (undesirable soil struCture and/or low perviousness) .
[13] The Panel reviewed the BCLI ratings and finds that the Property can support agriculture.
[14] This following section sets out the findings of Panel Chair Zylmans and Commissioner
Bains (the "majority of the Panel").
[15]

E. Mathers Bulldozing, a subsidiary company of Sanstor Farms Ltd., currently
operates a dredged river sand storage depot on the adjacent non-ALR property to the
east of the Proposal (PID 003-475-727) (the "Adjacent Property") . The property on which
the current dredged river sand storage depot is operating is in the process of developing
warehouses for industrial use. The Application submits that the dredged river sand depot
is incompatible with the industrial development of the Adjacent Property and therefore
relocation is required in order to continue operating.

[16]

The eastern 5 ha of the Property is not cleared. The Application submits that the Depot
would occupy the eastern 5 ha portion of the Property and that the existing vegetation would
Page 4 of 9
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Agricultural Land Commission Decision, ALC File 55285
be cleared, the site grubbed, and the topsoil stripped and salvaged for use on the western 3
ha of the Property.

[17] With regard to the proposed site for the Depot, the Application submits that "[t]he
requirements for a Fraser River dredge sand storage site are vel}' constrained by distance
from the River, proximity to critical dredge sites and suitability of the site for this type of
heavy industrial use". The Application further submits that "dredging infrastructure
composed of buried and surface input pipe and drainage water conduit are already installed
on the western bounda!}' of the existing Mathers site and would be reconfigured to fit the
new site". In the local government report, the City of Richmond provided alternative

locations for the Depot that are outside of the ALR. The Agent provided a response to the
alternative locations identified by the City of Richmond in a letter dated August 30, 2017.
The Panel reviewed the submissions regarding the location of the Depot. The majority of the
Panel finds that the required pumping infrastructure has already been established for the
existing use on the Adjacent Property and that limited additional infrastructure is required for
the Depot. In consideration of the location requirements of the sand storage depot, in this
Circumstance, the majority of the Panel finds that the Depot is appropriately located on the
Property.

[18] A series of berms and canals are proposed to be constructed for the Depot in order to
contain the sand storage area, including:
a) a one to two metre high perimeter berm to isolate the Proposal from the eastern
portion of the Property and adjacent ALR land;
b) an intercept drainage canal, within the perimeter berm to collect and pump
drainage water from the Proposal into the Fraser River;
c) a berm, inside the intercept canal, approximately four to five metres in height to
contain the dredged river sand.

The majority of the Panel finds that with the construction of the berms and
implementation of d·rainage the Proposal would not have a negative impact to
surrounding agricultural land.
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Agricultural Land Commission Decision, ALC File 55285
[19]

No permanent structures are required for the Proposal. The non-permanent structures
associated with the Depot include a scale house on wheels and a scale on lock blocks. The
Agent submits that a fabric roof building with a lock block base may also be required in the
future . The majority of the Panel finds that the use of these non-permanent structures does
not preclude the Property from reclamation of the area in the future.

The Application submits that approximately 100,000 cubic metres of dredged river sand

[20]

will remain on the eastern 5 ha portion of the Property at all times. As the material proposed
to be stored is sand of a quality suitable for agriculture, the Panel finds that the storage of
clean sand does not preclude this portion of the Property from reclamation in the future. The
majority of the Panel also finds that the stored river sand could be used for reclamation of
the Property in the future.
[21] A paved area is proposed for access to the Depot. The proposed paved area is± 1,650
square metres but that it could be reduced to± 600 square metres, if necessary. The
majority of the Panel finds that a ± 600 square metres paved area would be sufficient for the
proposed use.
[22]

The majority of the Panel finds that the sand storage depot would facilitate the provision of
clean sand, an input used in some agricultural operations, and that its operation would
provide a benefit to agricultural activities in the region .

DECISION OF THE MAJORITY

[23] For the reasons given above, the majority of the Panel approves the Application
subject to the following conditions:

General

a. approval is provided for sand storage of dredged river sand from the south arm of the
Fraser River; no other sand may be stored on the Property;
b. approval for the non-farm use is granted for the sole benefit of the Applicant and is nontransferable;
c.

no permanent infrastructure for the Depot is to be established on the Property;
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Prior to Depot Operations

d. the registration of a covenant on title stating that the Depot is for the sole benefit of the
Applicant, that the sand storage depot is only to be used for sand storage of dredged
river sand from the south arm of the Fraser River, and that approval for the sand storage
operations is terminated should the Applicants cease the Depot operations;
e. siting of the non-farm use as identified in the attached Decision Map (Schedule A) and
the attached Site Plan (Schedule B);
f.

the establishment of the berms and canals on the easterly 5 ha of the Property as
described in Paragraph 18 above and illustrated as "buffer, berm and collector ditch" on
the attached Site Plan (Schedule B) ;

g. the maximum area to be paved is 600 square metres;
h. to ensure the successful implementation of remediation, a financial security in the form
of an Irrevocable Letter of Credit (ILOC) in the amount of $300,000 must be made
payable to the Minister of Finance c/o the Agricultural Land Commission . The ILOC is to
ensure remediation is conducted in accordance with the information submitted with the
Application and the conditions of this decision. For greater clarity, some or all of the
ILOC will be accessible to, and used by, the Commission upon the failure of the
Applicant to comply with any or all aspects of the conditions of approval contained
herein;
i.

should rezoning of the Property be required, the rezoning must include agricultural uses;
the proposed rezoning must be reviewed and approved by the Commission prior to first
reading;

During Depot Operations

j.

heavy equipment that is not required in the daily operations of the Depot cannot be
stored on the Property;

k.

sand pumping and storage activities must not negatively impact the drainage of adjacent
properties;

I.

the submission of a report every five (5) years for the duration of the Depot operation
outlining the following:
i. the volume of sand stored annually for each year in the five year period
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ii. the agricultural use and improvements carried out for each year in the five
year period

Post Depot Operations
m. should the Depot cease operations, the Property must be remediated in accordance with
the correspondence dated October 31 , 2017 from Brian French and the reclamation plan
outlined in the Assessment of Agricultural Capability for 14671 Williams Road,
Richmond, B.C. prepared by C&F Land Resource Consultants Ltd. dated April20, 2016

(excerpts from each compiled in the attached Schedule C: Reclamation Plan);

[24] This decision does not relieve the owner or occupier of the responsibility to comply
with applicable Acts, regulations, bylaws of the local government, and decisions and
orders of any person or body having jurisdiction over the land under an enactment.

[25] When the ALC has received evidence of completion of conditions d, I, and j, it will
confirm that the construction and operation can commence.

[26]

Where a regional panel consists of three appointed members:
(a) the quorum to make a decision is 2: Interpretation Act, s. 18,
(b) where all 3 members are present, the decision of the majority governs the
Application decision: Interpretation Act, s. 18.

[27] A decision of the Panel is a decision of the Commission pursuant to s. 11.1 (5) of the
ALGA.

[28] This decision is recorded as Resolution #15/2018 and is released on January 16,
2018.
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Agricultural Land Commission Decision, ALC File 55285

CERTIFICATION OF DECISION
This is a decision of the majority of the South Coast Panel.

Satwinder Bains, Commissioner

*******************************

DISSENTING VOTE

[30] The reasons for which I do not support the decision are:
a. The Proposal is not in keeping with the purpose of s.6(a) of the ALGA to preserve
agricultural land;
b. Sand storage is not a permitted use in the ALR and is more appropriately located
on land outside the ALR; and
c. Alternative locations for sand storage exist outside the ALR.

These are my reasons.

lone Smith, Commissioner
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Schedule A: Agricultural Land Commission Decision Map
ALC File 55285 (Sanstor Farms Ltd.)
Conditionally Approved Non-Farm Use
ALC Resolution #15/2018
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Dredged River Sand Storage Depot (5 ha)
Agricultural Area (3 ha)
The Property

1
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Schedule C: Agricultural Land Commission Reclamation Plan
ALC File 55285 (Sanstor Farms Ltd.)
Conditionally Approved Non-Farm Use
ALC Resolution #15/2018

~-

Report o:n Proposed Nor1-farm Use at 14671 Vlilliams. Rnad
Mr. Druct:: Mathers~ April20. 201,6

6.3
6 .3-·•.1

Reclamation if S:.iite. De¢t)mm;issioned
n . ....:•-~
·
m;J,;rugMtmon

A ' "t"
Jtlvu.es

ln the unlike:~y ~vent of Ma:Uters quitting the site; it would be·reclaimed for agricultural usc.
· -- - ~o_n-- -would
- Tm_
· 1~.
___ ama!i-,
_ _ en
Reel
a)
stripping and stockpiling of +/-..1 00~000m3 of sand to be used io reClamation;
ib}
:re-mov.Etl of infrastructure from the site;
c)
ripping the nattve sub.base to a depth of 1 metro in tvto·o directions at one m¢lre
spaejng ·to loosen the cl:ay;
d}
replace ~tockpiloo sand to a depth of +/- 2 ntetres. spread evenly O\o'¢1" the disturbed
site: the tar'get finisl1ed elevation would be 1. 0 metres geooetic:
e)
import Cl£1\Ss A compost onto the site to provide;: a plae«l depth of at le-ast l SOmm
and cultivate into 1he saad layer top a depth of 400mm~.
·1:)
Install a subsurface drainago ~syst<m roonsi:sten.t with tbe .improved system on the
existing field;
f)
manage fertilirtyas required to- b.ring tbe &ite up to a ®ocepti1lb1Q agricultura:i stmdard
for o range of crops.;
g)
estabUsb a oo\rer crop if a -pet~ennial ~c:rop is not bitended for .immt'4U~te pbmting;.
h)
s:ecure a ~r11it&lle source of ini.gation water either fi:om mun:i.cipal water supply ,or

ditch '~·at~;: having Jow salt content.
The final reclaimed agricu1tura1 capabmty would be Class 4A unb:nproved with improvement
to Clruis 2A with inigatioo. This reclaimed land would ~c hi.ghly suited fm root crops, leruy
vegeta.b~es:. berries and fie]d cro-p~
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Schedule C: Agricultural Land Commission Reclamation Plan
ALC File 55285 (Sanstor Farms Ltd .)
Conditionally Approved Non-Farm Use
ALC Resolution #15/2018

!Report on Proposed No.n-fmm Use at l46il Williams Road
~f.L IBruoo Mathers: Amjl20. 2016
6.3.2 twclamation Cost !Estimate
l11e estimated rC'Ostto carry cut the decommissioning and rec.lamat]on -ofilie sand storage site
in case of clos.ure is a'S follows:
- ---

-·-

..

-·

-·

DETAILS
---·-- - - ·- --····- --

ACTI\'"JTY

REMOVE iiNI'R.~TRUCT\JRE
--

- ···

-··· -- ··-·-···-··--------

-·····-

COST

--

REMOVE BUILDiNGS & SCALE

10,000
-

--

SOOOOM2 AREA 2M DEteP - H&OrOOOM3
@SO.SO/M3
I

STRIP AND STOCKPILE SAND FOR

!RECLA.MAUON ABO·VE CLAY BASE

-· -··- ··---

I

RIP CL.ol\Y SUBSOlL 1'0 1M DEPTH IN 2-

Dm.ECTIONS
- ··

·-

RIP WITH DOZER AND RIPPEl\
I 3,000.M21HR
FOR TWO TREATM!ENT'S
I

·-···

50~000

.L
I

25 HRS
@ S2001H_R.
-·
--

·-

- -

.

-.

100,000~0 @ 0.50./MJ

I REPLACE STOCKPILED SAND

I!

S:O,OOOM.2 X O.tSM ='7 ,SOOMl @
.SlS.<(lO/M3 IN PLACE

SUPPLY & !PLACE CO:MPOST

-----·

I

DRAINA,QE., IRRJQATlON,
CULTIVATION.& SEEDING

5,000

·-··

-- ····

50,000

I 121500
--

I

SO:,OOOM2 @ O.SO!'M2

-·

25·,000
I.

I

MONiiTORJNG AND SUPERVISION

DURlNO DEOOMMISSif) Th'GAND

I
'

---

EST.Il\IATED TOTAL.lRECLA.l\olATlON

I COST
I

·-

.20,000

RECLAMAUON
-

-

--

212,50.()

I

'

Therefore the total estimated ~cost to redaim 'the sand storage site to an .acceptable

agricultural ooncHtion if the sand storage activity were to oease is $272J500. Bonding to
secure thi$ eventuality with ~'X)ntingency ati.ol\"&lce :in the amount of$3 00~000 wou1d ensure
tt.~,
.·,e ootild
·· ' ~....~ ve agrtcu
·. · ., I'tu.re.
. -u~t. the
~- . 51"'_ _ ~ _ be
. _ r-._,.cd
_""~'"'u _ to
__pro\.LY""""
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Schedule C: Agricultural Land Commission Reclamation Plan
ALC File 55285 (Sanstor Farms Ltd.)
Conditionally Approved Non-Farm Use
ALC Resolution #15/2018

IDeoommisS>ionhl G and Reclamation: In our Apnn 20,. 2016 report.we d~scuss the estimated

cost of redamation of t he site ~n the unli ke~y. event of n bei ng closed. We suggest a total
reclamation cost of $2.72,500 whioh would be secur·ed by bonding. The cost to remove the
asp halt paving would be minimal estim at ed to be .a bout $5,000 for t he 1650m2 of pavmng and

$2_,.250 for the reduced area of 600m2. Removal of the huried p'iping w~ith1n the AlR area
would cost less than $500.00. Removal of the scale and l ockblocks woulld ~cost about $1,500
for an exca'itator and truck. The tota~ estimated cost of removing the infrastructur e is
between $4,250 and $7,000 depending on the paved area. Of course the bulk of the
reclamation cost is associated with t he la nd r~ehab:ilitation and return to agricull tural
production.
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